The below contracted suppliers are to be used by Facilities Management or an ASU contracted Property Management company only.

**Fleet Repair and Maintenance - RFP 241008**
Naumann Hobbs; Jeff Whitley  602 296-2073

**Glass Replacement - RFP 231303**
Glendale Glass 623 937-1621

**University Wide Painting - RFP 231401**
Skyline Builders and Restoration; Stu Wines 602 404-0842
A&H Painting;  Glenda Hernandez 602 896-3057
Fabiani; Ray Fabiani 602 284-0739

**Trash Collection- RFP 240705**
Waste Management- 602 723-8444

**Window Tinting University Wide- RFP 251303**
Blazing Sky Energy Group 928-583-4122

**Window Washing- University Wide**
VIP 480 929-9400 Small Business, ITB in development

For quite a few services, such as plumbing, ASU does not have our own contract. However, most services ASU uses can be found on the site of several co-operative purchasing arms. The three most commonly used:

Many of services we use contractor/contracts can be found. Also there is a listing for the state contracts are for vehicles. (you do not need to log in)

S.A.V.E. Arizona ([http://www.maricopa.gov/procurement/save.aspx](http://www.maricopa.gov/procurement/save.aspx)) has many local governmental agencies, such as city of Phoenix, school districts, etc. contracts that we can use if the language permits.

TCPN Cooperative ([http://tcpn.org](http://tcpn.org)). We currently use their elevator contract and one of the roofing contracts (Progressive Roofing) which we have had good luck with.

E&I Cooperative- this is where ASU rents and leases vehicles, Long Distance Moving, as well as other services. Please contact purchasing for assistance with this as it is a controlled access site.